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Let R be a principal ideal ring (i .e. a commutative ring such that all ideals are principal ;
we do not assume that R is entire), R[x] : = R[xt , . . . , xn ] the polynomial ring in n
variables over R and I an ideal in R[x] . Intuitively, an ideal P a R is "lucky" for
I , if we do not loose too much information on Grobner bases of I, when we project I
to R[x]
: = ( R/P)[x] . Let F be an ideal basis of I . Examples in Ebert(1983) show
that the coefficients of F give no direct criterion to detect lustiness of P , even if R
is a domain, K its quotient field and F a Grobner basis of the ideal generated by F
in K[x] . However, if we consider the Grobner basis of the ideal generated by F in
R[x] , we get direct and full information about lucky ideals . The main objective of this
article is to give a precise version of this observation . As an application, a short proof
for the main result in Winkler (1988) is given .
1 . Introduction
Let J be an ideal in Q[x] := Q[xl , . . . xn ] , the polynomial ring in n variables over
the field of rational numbers .
In order to control the possibly enormous growth of coefficients during the computation
of a Grobner basis of J , several authors (Ebert, 1983 ; Winkler, 1988 ; Traverso, 1988)
proposed to apply modular or p-adic methods . These methods have been very successful
for GCD-computations and factorization of polynomials (cf . Davenport et al., 1987) .
Both methods first choose a prime ideal P of Z (or several prime ideals), project the
ideal J to J in (Z/P)[x] , compute a Grobner basis of 7 and try to reconstruct from
it a Grobner basis of J . This is only possible, if P is "lucky" for J , which roughly
spoken means that we do not loose too much information on J when passing to J .
For the reconstruction procedure it is necessary to impose additional conditions on the
Grobner basis to be computed, in order to make it unique . This "(normalized) reduced
Grobner basis " was introduced in Buchberger (1976) . In section 1 we extend this notion
to ideals in Z[x] .
Let F C Z[x] be a finite ideal basis of J and let I be the ideal generated by F in
Z[x] . A prime ideal P = Zp of Z is lucky for I iff p divides no leading coefficient
of the reduced Grobner basis of I . In section 2 we prove that all Grobner bases of I
are projected to Grobner bases of 1 a (Z/P)[x] , if P is lucky. Moreover, if every prime
ideal in Z is lucky for I , then the reduced Grobner basis of I is projected to the
reduced Grobner basis of I , and the syzygies of I can be lifted to syzygies of I .
In section 3 these results are applied to give a short proof of the main result in Winkler
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(1988) . There I is "lifted" from (Z/P)[x] to (Z/Pk )[x] , hence we are led to consider
polynomials with coefficients in principal ideal rings R , which are not necessarily entire,
and "lucky ideals", which are not necessarily prime .
In section 4 we show that the reduced Grobner basis of J is projected to the reduced
Grobner basis of J in (Z/P)[x] , if P is lucky for I .
2. Preliminaries
Let R be a principal ideal ring (i .e . a commutative ring with 1 # 0 , such that all
ideals are principal; we do not assume that R is entire). Examples for R are Z , fields,
univariate polynomial rings over fields and the rings Z/kZ (k E Z ) .
We fix a positive integer n and write R[x] : = R[xl, . . . , x„] for the polynomial
ring in n variables over
R .
We choose a term ordering on the set of terms (or power
products) in R[x] (i .e . a total ordering on the monoid of power products, making it an
ordered monoid with 1 as its least element) .
If f is a non-zero polynomial in R[x] , we denote by pp(f) , It(f) , lc(f) and
Im(f) respectively the set of power products of f with non-zero coefficients, its maximal
element, the coefficient of f at 1t(f) and lc(f) .It(f) . For a subset F C R[x] we write
It (F) instead of {lt(f) I f E F, f $ 0} and analogously pp(F) , Ic(F) , lm(F) .
Let I be a non-zero ideal in R[x] . A Grobner basis G of I is a finite subset of
I \ {0} such that lm(G) and lm(I) generate the same ideal in R[x] .
For t
E
It(I) define 1c(I, t) : _ {1 c(f) I f
E
I \ {0}, 1t(f) = t } U {0} . Obviously
Ic(I, t) is an ideal in R .
Let G be a finite subset of R[x] \ {0} . An "admissible combination of G " is an
expression f = EEG h,9 , h
g E R[x] , such that It(f) is the maximal element in
{ It(hg)1t(9) 19 E G }D.
If G is a Grobner basis of I , then every element of I \ {0} is an admissible combination
of G (see for example Pauer&Pfeifhofer,1988) .
REMARK 2.1 . In the literature there are different definitions of "Grobner basis " . We
use that of Thinks (1978) and Zacharias (1978) . Moller (1988) calls it "weak Grobner
basis " . Using this definition, the theory of Grobner bases of polynomial ideals over
principal ideal rings can be developped completely parallel to that over fields (see for
example Pauer&Pfeifhofer, 1988) . If a Grobner basis of an ideal is given, we can decide
ideal membership etc ., provided the same can be done for ideals in the coefficient ring .
Other definitions of "Grobner bases " of polynomial ideals over coefficient rings are
given in Buchberger (1984) and Kandri-Rody&Kapur (1988). A similar concept are the
"D-bases" of Pan (1988) . A D-basis G of an ideal I is a finite subset of I \ (0)
such that Im(G) and Im(I) generate the same semigroup-ideal, i .e . : for every element
t
E
lm(I) there are r E lm(G) and a monomial s such that t = rs .
If a Grobner basis G of an ideal I is given, we easily can construct a D-basis
of I . Namely, for all non-empty subsets F C G choose c(f, F) E R such that
E,
EF
c(f, F)lc(f) generates the ideal generated in R by { lc(f) I f E F } . Then
{ E
c(f,
F) lcm(It(F)) f
I {}
# F C G}
/EF
It(f)
is a D-basis of I (here lcm(lt(F)) is the lowest common multiple of all monomials in
1t(F) ) .
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For many applications and in many situations it is sufficient to compute a Grobner
basis instead of the possibly much larger D-basis .
3. The reduced Grobner basis of an ideal
We choose a well-ordering on R such that 0 is the least element in R and 1 is the
least element in R \ {0} .
DEFINITION 3.1 . Let I a R[x] be generated by monomials. A subset G C I is "the
reduced Grobner basis of I " iff the following conditions are satisfied :
1) The elements of G are monomials .
2) G is a minimal ideal basis of I .
3) For all g E G, Ic(g) generates the ideal lc(I,11(g)) and is minimal (with respect
to the chosen well-ordering on R) with this property.
It is easy to verify that the reduced Grobner basis of I exists and is unique .
EXAMPLE 3 .1 . Let I be the ideal generated by { 4x, 6z, -3y, zy, y2 } in Z[x, y] and
let Z be well-ordered by 0 < 1 < -1 < 2 < -2 < . . . .
Then { 2z, 3y,
ys
} is the reduced Grobner basis of I .
DEFINITION 3.2 . A subset G of an ideal I a R[x] is "the reduced Grobner basis of
I " iff the following conditions are satisfied :
1) The leading terms of G are pairwise different and 1m(G) is the reduced Grobner
basis of the ideal generated by Im(I) .
2) For all g =
EtEpp(e)
ct t E G , for all t E ((pp(g) fl It(I)) \ { It(g) }) , ct is minimal
in ct + lc(I,t) .
EXAMPLE 3 .2 . Let I be the ideal generated by { 2x, -3y, y2 + 3x + 5y } in Z[x, y] ,
choose a term ordering with x < y and let Z be well-ordered by 0 < 1 < -1 < 2 <
-2 < . . . .
Then { 2z, 3y,
y2 + x
- y } is the reduced Grobner basis of I .
DEFINITION 3.3 . The ideal I is "monic" iff for all t E It(I), R = lc(I,t) .
EXAMPLE 3.3 . If R is a field, then every non-zero ideal in R[x] is monic .
If I is principal, then I is monic iff I is generated by a monic polynomial (i .e . a
polynomial f with lc(f) = 1 ) .
REMARK 3.1 . If I is monic, the definition of "reduced Grobner basis " does not depend
on the choice of a well-ordering on R . In this case condition 2 can be replaced by
2') For all g E G , pp(g) fl It(I) _ { It(g) } .
Hence, if R is a field, the definition above coincides with that of Buchberger (1976) .
It differs from the definition of Kandri-Rody & Kapur (1988), the "reduced Grobner
bases " there need not be unique .
PROPOSITION 3.1 . I contains exactly one reduced Grobner basis .
PROOF. Choose a subset G of I such that condition 1 is satisfied . Now consider
E : = { (g, s)
19 E G, 8 E
((pp(g)
fl lt(I)) \ { It(g) 1), the coefficient c,,, of g at
s is not minimal in c9, + Ic(I, a) } . Let (h, u) E E such that u is maximal in
pr(E) : = { s
I
(g, a)
E E, for some g E G } .
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Then there is an admissible combination f of G such that lt(f) = u and
ch„ - lc(f) is minimal in ch,, + lc(I, u) . We replace h E G by h - f and write
G' , E' for the new sets G , E . Either the maximal element in pr(E') is smaller
than u , or it is u and the number of pairs (g', u) , g' E G' , in E' is smaller than
the corresponding one in E . Thus we get a reduced Grobner basis after finitely many
replacements .
It remains to show that the reduced Grobner basis is unique . Let G and G* be
reduced Grobner bases of I . By condition 1 we have: for each g E G there is a g' E G*
such that lm(g) = lrn(g*) . Since g - g' E I , condition 2 implies g = g' . Hence
G=G1 .D
4. Lucky Ideals
DEFINITION 4 .1 . An ideal P a R is lucky for I iff {0}
96
P $ R[x] and for all
t E 11(1) : lc(I,t)+P = R (i .e . lc(I,t) and P are coprime) .
An element p E R is lucky for I iff Rp is lucky for I .
REMARK 4.1 . Let P E R and let G be the reduced Grobner basis of
I . Then the
following assertions are equivalent :
(1) p is lucky for I ;
(2) for all elements c E lc(G) , c and p are coprime ;
(3) for all elements c E lc({ g E G I lt(g) has no divisor in lt(I) \ {lt(g)} }) , c and
p are coprime .
(For "(3) implies (1)" note that for s, t E 11(I) we have : " s divides t " implies
" lc(I, s) C Ic(I, t) ") .
REMARK 4.2 . If R is a domain, there are only finitely many unlucky prime ideals for
I . If, moreover, the number of units in R is finite, then the number of unlucky primes
for I is finite, too .
REMARK 4.3 . I is monic iff every non-invertible element in R \ {0} is lucky for I
(iff every prime in R is lucky for I ) .
NOTATION . We shall use the following notation : Let P ,4 R[z] be an ideal, {O}
96
P i4
R[x] and let
R[x] ---6 (RIP)[--],
f -7
be the canonical projection . For a subset U C R[x] we write U u u E U } .
PROPOSITION 4.1 . Let P 4 R be lucky for I a R[x] and let G be a Grobner basis of
I . Then lt(T) = lt(I) , 7 is monic and U\ {0} is a Grobner basis of T .
PROOF. Since G is a Grobner basis of I, we can choose for all t E lt(I) an admissible
combination ft such that lt(ft ) = t and lc(ft ) generates lc(I,t) . Then the set
F : = {
ft I
t E lt(I) } is a system of generators of the R -module I . ( If R is a domain,
it is even a
7
-basis). Hence 7 generates the R -module I , too .
Let r E I . Then there are a finite subset S C lt(I) and a family (c,),ES of
elements in R \ P such that r = E,ES 'c,f, . Since lc(f,) generates lc(I,s)
and since P is lucky for I , the residue class lc(f,) is invertible in R . Therefore
c,lc(f,) = c,lc(f,) $ b and 11(r) = max {s1
8
E S) . So lt(T) = lt(I) and lt(Z')
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generates the same ideal as 1t(7) . Furthermore, since for all t E It(7) the
element
lc(ft ) is invertible, the ideal I is monic. Hence G \ {0} is a Grobner basis of I . 0
REMARK 4.4 . In the proposition above we cannot replace the condition " P lucky" by
"for all t E It(I) , 1c(I, t) is not contained in
P " . Consider the ideal I generated by
G : = { 2x+1 } in jT . Then G is a Grobner basis of I , 6 E Z does not divide 2, but
is not lucky for I . C Z6[x] is not a Grobner basis of I , since 3.(2z + 1) = I E I .
REMARK 4.5 . Let < be a lexicographic ordering on pp(R[x]) with x 1 < x2, . . . , x„ ,
let K be a field, I a K[xl, . . . , x„] and R : = K[x l ] . Then every Grobner basis G
(over K) of I a K[xl, . . . , x„] is a Grobner basis (over R) of I a R[x2, . . . , x,,] (see
prop . 3 .1 in Gianni et al., 1988) .
Let a E K . If x1 - a E R is lucky for I , then U is a Grobner basis of
74(R/ < zi - a >)[x2 , . . . , x„] '-t K[x2, . . . , x„] , too. We can use this fact to show that
a given G C I is not a Grobner basis .
Consider e.g . G = {
x2y2
-
3
x3y, xy3 - xay2+ 8x, y4 + 8y - 24x3 } C Q[x, y] and
the lexicographic ordering with x < y (see Example 2 in Winkler, 1988) .
Substituting a : = 1 for x we get _ { y 2 -
s
y, y3 -
2
y2 + 8, y 4 +8y-24) C q [y]
.
Since gcd(y2 - may, y4+8y-24) = 1 , GV is not a Grobner basis of I . Hence proposition
1 implies that G is not a Grobner basis of I .
REMARK 4.6 . If G is the reduced Grobner basis of I, then in general
{ lc(V)-1T 19 E G, It(g) has no divisor in lt(I) \ { lt(g) }} is not the reduced Grobner
basis of I .
Consider R = Z , p = 2 and the ideal I generated by { 3y + x, 3x } in Z[x, y] .
Then p is lucky for I and { 3y + x, 3x } is the reduced Grobner basis of I (with
respect to every term ordering with x < y ), but { h+~, } is not the reduced Grobner
basis of I .
PROPOSITION 4.2 . Let I be monic and let G be the reduced Grobner basis of I . Then
U is the reduced Grobner basis of 1 .
PROOF . Follows from proposition 4 .1, remark 4.3 and remark 3.1. 0
EXAMPLES .
Let F C Z[x, y] and I the ideal generated by F in Z[x, y] . We consider the
graduated-lexicographic ordering with z < y .
1) (cf. Winkler (1988), Example 1a) Let F = { xy2 - 2y, x2 y + 3x } . Then the set
{ 15z, 10y, xy2 - 2y, x2y + 3x } is a Grobner basis of I . Hence f 2,3,5 is the set of
unlucky positive primes for I .
The reduced Grobner basis of 7 a Zp [x, y] is { x } , { y } , { xy2 - 2y, x2y + 3x } ,
{ x, y } for p = 2, 3, 5, 7 , respectively .
2) (cf. Winkler (1988), Example lb) Let F = { 7xy + y + 4x, y + 2 } Then { 10x +
2,Y+21 is the reduced Grobner basis of I . Hence f2,5} is the set of unlucky positive
primes for I .
Note that the coefficients of F give no information about lucky primes : 7 E Ic(F) is
lucky, whereas 5 divides no coefficient of F and is unlucky .
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The reduced Grobner basis of 7-o Zp[x, y] is { y } , { x - T , y - T } , IT) for p = 2,
3, 5, respectively .
3) (cf. Winkler (1988), Example ld) Let F = { x 2y + 9x 2 - y, xy + 4x2 + 3x } . Then
{ zy + 4x2 + 3x, y2 + 4zy + 3y, 4z3 + 6z 2 + y } is a Grobner basis of I . Hence only 2
and -2 are unlucky primes for I .
The reduced Grobner basis of 7 a Zp[x, y] is { x, y } , {
Xy
+ x2 , y2 - x2 , za + y } for
p = 2, 3 respectively.
4) For every set { pl . . . . pk } of positive prime numbers there is a F C Z[x, y] with
lc(F) = { 1 } such that { pI
. . . .pk
} is the set of unlucky positive primes for I
Let F := { z + plp2 . . . pt, xy } . Then {
x +
P1P2 . . . Pk, P1p2 . . . PSY } is a Grobner
basis of I .
The reduced Grobner basis of I a Zp [z, y] is { x } if p is unlucky, and { x +
pipe . . . pk, y }
if p is lucky.
REMARK 4.7. (Ebert (1983), Lemma 2) Let 1 a Z[xl , . . . , x„] be generated by a set
F of primitive monomials or binomials . If p is a prime which divides no coefficient of
F , then lt(1) C 11(I) (I a Zp [x] ) .
Example 2) shows that this lemma is not true without the assumption that
PP(f)
contains at most two elements, for all f
E
F . (Take p = 5 , then lt(I) does not
contain 11(1) ) .
PROPOSITION 4.3 . Let I be monic, P a R, P # R and P[x] := P.R[z] . Then :
a) I fl P[x] = I .P[x] -
b) Let h_E I ,_ F a finite ideal basis of I and (yj)/EF a family in R[x] such that
EJEFYJI
= h E -A[z] . Then there is a family (zj)/EF , such that
E
JEF zj f = h
and (Vj)JEF = (Tf)JEF
(In particular: syzygies of F can be lifted to syzygies of F ).
PROOF . a) Suppose that D : = inP[x] \ I .P[x] is not empty. Choose f E D such that
11(f) is minimal in 11(D) . Since I is monic, there is a g E I such that lt(f) = lt(g)
and lc(g) = 1 . Now f E I fl P[x] implies : lc(f) E P and g .lc(f) E I.P[z] . Therefore
f - lc(f) .g E D and lt(f - lc(f).g) < lt(f) . Contradiction .
b) By assumption,
E F
y j f - h E I fl P[z] . By a) and since F generates I there is a
family
(Yj)JEF
in P(z) such that
E
jEF yjf-h = E jEF yj f .Then zj := yf-yj' ,
for all f E F . O
REMARK 4.8 . We cannot weaken the condition " I is monic" (i .e . all ideals # R[z]
are lucky for I) to " P is lucky for I " .
Consider the ideal I generated by { 2z + 5, 3y + 5 } in Z[x, y] . Then 5 is lucky for
I , but
5zy + 5x + 5y = y(2x + 5) + z(3y + 5) E (I fl (5Z)[x, y]) \ (I.(5Z)[x, y]) .
The syzygy (Y,
7)
E Zs [z, y] 2 for Uy-+-I) cannot be lifted to a syzygy for
(2z + 5,3y + 5) .
5. Lifting from (RIP)[Xl to (RIP")[--]
Let F be a finite subset of R[x] , I the ideal generated by F in R[x] and
P : = Rp a lucky ideal for I .
Let k be a positive integer . We denote by
kank : R[x] -+ (R/Pk )[x]
the canonical projection and set Ik := kank(I) .
If Q a R and P a R are coprime, then so are Q and Pk . Hence Pk , too, is lucky
for I . By proposition 4.1, lt(Ik) = 1t(I) and Ik is monic .
Let G(k) C R[x] be such that kank(G (k) ) is the reduced Grobner basis of Ik ,
lc(GM) = 1 and pp(GM) = pp(kank(G(C))) .
Let L := It(GM) . We identify F C R[x] with the family
(f)fEF
E R[x]F'
and G(k) C R[x] (resp. kank(G(k)), . . . ) with the family (gt)teL E R[x] L (reap .
(kank(gt))tEL E (R/Pk)[x]L, . . .
),Where
gt is the element of G(k) with 1t(gt ) = t .
Since kank(F) and kank(G(k)) generate the same ideal, there are matrices Y(k) E
R[x]F'xL , S(k) E R[x]LxF such that
kank(Y(k)G(k)) = kank(F) and kank(S(k)F) = kank(G(k)) .
As usual, we write these equations in the form
Y(k)G(k) = Fmod(pk ) and S(k)F G(k) mod(pk ) .
Let A(k) E R[x]F , B(k) E R[x]L such that
pkA(k) = F-Y(k)G(k) and pk B(k) = G(k) - S(k)F .
PROPOSITION 5 .1 . (WINKLER, 1988) Let k be a positive integer .
1) There are H(k) E R[x]L , Z(k) E R[x]FxL , 7'(k) E R[x]LxF such that
G
(k+1)
= G(k) + pkH(k) mod(p
k+l) , pp(H
(k) ) n 1t(I) _
{}
(S(k) + p
k7+(k))F -
G(k+1) mod(p
k+l )
and
(y(k) + pk Z(k))G(k+1) = F mod(pk+l
)
Moreover,
Z(k)G(k) +Y(k) H(k ) = A(k) mod(p) and T(k)F - H(k) = B(k) mod(p) .
2) Let H(k) E R[x]L , Z(k) E R[x]"xL
,
T(k) E R[x]LxF such that
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Z(k)G(k) + Y(k)H(k) = A(k) mod(p) , T(k)F - H(k) = B(k) mod(p)
and pp(HM) n 1t(I) = {} .
Then
and
G(k+1) = G(k)
+ pk
H(k) mod(pk
+1
) ,
(S(k)
+
pkT(k) )F = G(k+1) mod(p
k+1 )
(y(k) + pk Z(k))G(k+l) = F mod(p
k
+1)
.
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PROOF. Let
x
: (RIPk+1 )[x] (RIP k )[x]
be the canonical projection . Then kank = a o kank+l
. Ik+1
is monic and
kank+l(G(k
+1) )
is the reduced Grobner basis of Ik+ l , hence A(kank+l(G(k
+ 1 )))
is the reduced Grobner basis of Ik (see proposition 4 .2 ) . Now the uniqueness of the
reduced Grobner basis (see proposition 3 .1 ) implies kank(G(k+l) ) = kank(G(k) ) , i .e .
G(k)
=
G(k+l)
mod(pk) . So there is a H(k) E R[x]L such that
G(k+1) = G(k) + pk
H(k) mod(p
k+1)
and no coefficient of H(k) is divided by p . Then
PP(H (k) ) S (PP(G(k) ) U PP(G(k+l))) \ lt(G
(k) )
Z (k)G(k) + Y(k)H(k) = A(k) mod(p) and T(k)F - H (k) = B(k) mod(p) .
2) By assumption we have
Wk) +Pkz(k))(G(k) + PkH(k) ) = y(k)G(k) +Pk(Z(k)G(k) + y
(k)H(k)
) _
y(k)G(k) +p
k
A(k) = Fmod(p
k+1 )
and
(S(k) + p kl'(k) )
F
_- S(k)
F + pkT(k)F =-
S(k)F+PkB (k) +Pk
H(k) = G(k)
+Pk
H(k)mod(pk
+ 1 )
Hence kank+l(G (k) + pkH(k)) generates the ideal Ik+1 .
Since pp(H(k)) n it(I)
the leading terms of G(k ) + pkH(k) are equal to the corresponding ones of G(h) . Since
11(4) = lt(4+1) and lc(G(k)) = 1 , kank+l(G(k) + pkH(k)) is the reduced Grobner
basis of Ik+1 . By proposition 3 .1 this implies G(k) + pkH(k) E G(k+
1 )
mod(pk+1)
.p
REMARK 5 .1 . For c E R[x] , C C_ R[x] we write , C instead of kan l (c), kanl (C) .
The expressions G(k) , S(k) ,
y(k)
do not depend on k , so we omit the index (k) .
Since kank(G(k)) , kank
+l
(G(k+
1 ))
are reduced Grobner bases of Ik
implies pp(H(k)) n It (I) = {} .
The existence of T(k) , Z(k) is assured by proposition 4 .3 .
Ik+l
this
Now
and
(y(k) + pkZ(k))(G(k) +
pkH(k)) -
F = 0 mod(pk+
1 )
(S( k) + P k l ` k))F- G(k) ' pkH(k) = O mod(pk+
1) ~
therefore
and
Hence
pk ( -A(k) + Z(k)G(k) + Y(k)II(k)) = OmOd(pk
+1 )
Pk(-B(k) + j'(k) F- H(k) ) = Omod(pk+l) .
Consider the system
(*)k
Z(k) + H(k) = A(k)
T(k) -
H(k) = B(k)
of linear equations with coefficients in R[x] . The unknowns are Hi k) , Z(i ) , ~~) , for
f EF, tEL .
Part 1 of the proposition asserts that a solution of (*)k exists, fulfilling pp(H(k)) n
It(I) = {} .
The second part asserts that having already computed G(k), T( k), Y(k), we obtain
G(k+1), T(k+l), y(k+1)
by computing a solution of (*)k , which fulfills pp(H(k)) n
lt(7) = {} .
REMARK 5.2 . It is well-known how to compute all solutions of (*)k (see for example
Furukawa et al., 1986; Moller& Mora, 1986 ; Pauer, 1991) .
Let H , ' , Z be any solution of (*)k . Since zi is a Grobner basis of 7, there
is a M E R[x]LxL such that
pp('
- M?`) n it(7) _ {} (M is obtained by division
of "ff by -0) . Set
H :_ H -M6, 2 := Z +YM, T :=T'-M3° .
Then H , T , Z are a solution of (*)k (7" - M F - H +U = b , since
TF = -0 ) and
pp(H) n it(7) =
{} •
REMARK 5.3 . If n = 1 , the second part of the proposition can be improved :
Let H(k) E R[x]L , Z(k) E R[x]FxL such that
Z(k) G(k) +Y(k)H(k) _- A (k) mod(p) and pp(H(k)) n it(i) _
{}
Then
G(k+1) _ G(k) + pkH(k)
mod(p
k+l )
and
(y(k) +pkZ(k))G(k+l)
z Fmod(p
k+l )
.
PROOF . By assumption we have
(y(k) + pkZ(k))(G(k) + p
kH (k) ) = F mod(pk+l ) ,
hence the ideal generated by kank}1(G(k) + pkH(k) ) contains the ideal Ik+l .
Now Ik
and
Ik+1
are monic and n = 1 , therefore It and Ik+l are principal. So G(k
+1)
and
G(k) +pk H(k ) contain only one element . Hence lt(G( k) ) = It(G(k) + pkH (k) ) implies
Ik =
Ik+1
. Now we continue the proof as above .0
EXAMPLE 5.1 . Let F : = { x+3, xy } C Z[x, y] , consider the graduated lexicographic
ordering with z < y on pp(Z[x, y]) and let p : = 2 . We write F as column .
Then
T _ (x+T) , a1) = (x+1) , y ( l) = (O 0) ,
S(l)
= (
0) ,
A (1) =
U)
, B(1) =
C-xyl
y)
.
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As solution of (*)1 (see remarks 5 .1 and 5.2) we obtain
HM =
(),
0Z (1) _ ~ 0
0o)
, 1 1> _ ~ y
0)
.
Then
G
(
a ) = ( x ++
3)
,
y(2)
_ (
1
0 ), A (e)
_ (0 )
S(2)
= (3y
0)
' B(2) = ( -xy0 2y )
.
EXAMPLE 5.2 . Let R : = Q[y], n : = 1, F : = { x2y + x(y2 + 1) + 1 } C R[x] and
p := y-1
.
We identify :y E RIP and 1 E Q , thus (R/P)[x] = Q[x] .
Then
F = I
Z2
+ 2z + 1 },
G(1)
_ { x 2 + 2x + 1 },
Y(1)
= (1), All) = { x2 + (y +
1)X}
By remark 5.3 we only have to solve the equation
Z(k)?°+YH(k)
= A(k)
.
We obtain H(1 ) = { -1 } and Z(') = (1) , so
G(2) _ { x2 + 2x - y + 2 }, y(2) = (y), A
(
e) = x + 1
.
Then H(2 ) = { x + 1 } and
Z(2) = (0) So
G(a) = { x 2 + (y 2
- 2y + 3)xy2 - 3y + 3},
y(3) _
(y),
A
(
a) _ -x - 1 .
6. From K[x] to R[x]
Let R be a principal ideal domain, K its quotient field, I an ideal in R[x] and
J the ideal generated by I in K[x] .
DEFINITION 6.1 . P a R (resp. p E R) is "lucky for J " iff P (resp . p) is lucky for
in R[z] .
EXAMPLE 6 .1 . Let I be the ideal generated by { 2x + 1, 2y + 1 } in Z[x, y] and
consider a term ordering with x < y . Then { 2x+ 1, y+x+ 1 } is the reduced Grobner
basis of J n R[x] , hence 2 is the only unlucky positive prime for J . The reduced
Grobner basis of J is { x +
a
, y + }
REMARK 6.1 . In general I and J n R[x] are not equal, but there is a z E R such
that z .(J n R[x]) C I C J n R[x] .
In particular : lt(I) = It(J n R[x]) = It(J) .
REMARK 6.2 . If I is given by a finite set of generators, a Grobner basis of JnR[x] can
be computed (see Cor . 3 .8 in Gianni et al., 1988) . If I is monic, then I = J n R[z]
(see Prop . 3 .6 in Gianni et al., 1988) .
REMARK 6.3 . If P a R is lucky for I , then it is lucky for J , too. (For : It(l) _
lt(J n R[x]) and for every t E It(I) , Ic(I, t) C Ic(J n R[x], t) ) .
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If P 4 R is lucky for J , then P needs not be lucky for I . Consider example 1 in
section 4. There J fl R[x] is monic, but 2, 3 and 5 are unlucky primes for I .
PROPOSITION 6 .1 . Let P = Rp 4 R be lucky for I , Kp : = {
T
E
K l a, b E
R, b and p coprime }, Kp [x] : = Kp [x1 i . . . xn ] the set of polynomials in K[x] with
coefficients in Kp , app : Kp [x] -. -A[z] the natural extension of Kp --+ _
RIP , f ---p a.b-1 and G the reduced Grobner basis of J .
Then jpp(J fl Kp[x]) = J fl R771 = I , G C Kp [x] and pp (G) is the reduced
Grobner basis of I .
PROOF. By remarks 6.1 and 6.2 we only have to show that G C Kp [x] . For every
g E
G there is a co E R such that cog is a primitive polynomial in R[x] . Let q be a
prime dividing
flgEG
co . We have to show that q is not a divisor of p .
Let f
E
G be such that It(f) is minimal in It({ g
1 9 E G, q divides co }) (in
particular: f ¢ K
q
[x]) and let h
E J fl R[x] such that lc(h) generates lc(J fl
R[x], lt(f )) . Then Ic(h) divides e f and (since P is lucky for J) lc(h) and p are
coprime .
If q divides lc(h) , then q does not divide p . Now assume that q does
not divide Ic(h) . Then h - lc(h) f
if
Kq [x] . Since pp(f) fl 1t(J) = {lt(f)} and
since h E R[x] , all coefficients of h - lc(h) f at terms in pp(h - lc(h) f) fl It(J) are
contained in Kq . Since lt(h - lc(h) f) < It(f) , the polynomial h - lc(h) f
E
J can
be written as admissible combination L of { g E G I It(g) < It(f) } C Kq [x] . Thus
all coefficients of terms in It(I) occuring during the division algorithm are in K q ,
therefore h - lc(h) f = L E K,[x] . Contradiction. 0
REMARK 6.4 (see Winkler, 1988) . Let R = Z and K = Q . Then choose a positive
integer k , a lucky prime q (resp . k lucky primes q1,. q,, ) and let p : = q k
(resp . p : = r(
k
i
=1
qi ) . Compute by Buchberger's algorithm the reduced Grobner basis
of 14 Zq [x] (resp . 14 Zq; [x], i = 1, . . . , k) and then by section 5 (resp . by the Chinese
Remainder Algorithm) the reduced Grobner basis G of 14 Zp [x] . The proposition
above implies G = ipp (G) . If p is sufficiently large, G can be recovered from G ,
using the theory of Farey rationale (see Kornerup& Gregory, 1983) .
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